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Reconstructing the layout of the Town Fields of Lancaster 

Mike Derbyshire 

 

Although the Borough of Lancaster is known historically as an administrative and commercial centre, for 

much of its history agriculture dominated the town’s economy.  In addition to providing the services 

associated with a market town, it did itself constitute a significant farming community. 

 

The purpose of the present paper is to examine the extent to which it is possible to reconstruct the layout of 

the town fields, in particular during the seventeenth century, and to locate fields mentioned in documents 

of that period. 

 

Lancaster is not a promising township in which to undertake an exercise of this kind.  There is no map, 

such as a Tithe Map, showing field names in the township at a later date, which can be used as a basis for 

identifying the sites of fields mentioned in seventeenth century documents.  The first objective was 

therefore to construct such a map as far as this is practicable, principally on the basis of nineteenth century 

sources. 

 

A preliminary task in preparing this map was the construction of an outline of field boundaries for 

recording the field names from nineteenth century sources (and also for presenting the information on field 

names from the seventeenth century). 

 

The most useful outline of field boundaries is provided by the Corn Rent plan of 1833.  Although this does 

not provide field names, as do conventional Tithe Award plans, it does provide field boundaries at a date 

prior to the construction of the railways.
1
 Copies were scanned into a computer for manipulation, including 

the deletion of glebe land and the marsh, the deletion of areas of the moor shown as unenclosed or having 

the appearance of recent encroachments on Yates’s map of Lancashire of 1786
2 

and the reconstruction of 

the field pattern prior to the building of the Lancaster canal.  This last operation was done using: a plan of 

the proposed canal drawn in 1792;
3
 the plan of the town of Lancaster produced by Binns in 1821

4
 (which 

shows more accurate and earlier field boundaries than does the Corn Rent plan) and Mackreth’s plan of the 

town in 1778
5
 which predates the building of the canal.  The boundaries between the urban area and the 

fields were also adjusted to incorporate the information provided by Mackreth and the map of Lancaster in 

1684 found at Towneley Hall.
6 

 

The next stage in the preparation of a map of field names was to use (predominantly) nineteenth century 

sources to identify the locations corresponding to various field names.  Some information is available on 

place names from Ordnance Survey maps.  Although the 60-inch maps of 1845 provides excellent detail of 

boundaries, it contains only a limited number of place names.
7
  The 25 inch maps of 1890 are better in this 

respect, but were surveyed nearly half a century later.
8
  The plans of Lancaster town published by 

Mackreth and Binns concentrate on the urban area, although Binns in particular provides information on 

field boundaries and a few field names near to the town. 

 

The bulk of the information on field names came from estate plans, sales particulars and deeds held at 

Lancaster Library and the Lancashire Record Office.  The sources are listed in appendix A.  Some 

information on field names is also available from the records of boundary ridings.
9
  A summary of the 

useful information obtained from all these sources (ignoring the many banal names like “Three Acres” and 

“Pasture Field”) is given in plan 1. 

 

In passing, it is interesting to note how late the rearrangement of strips of land was still being undertaken 

in Lancaster.  For example, in a report on Penny’s Charity: 
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The garden called Head Haw…was formerly a long narrow triangular parcel.  In 1857…the Trustees 

exchanged the North end containing 1 r. 14 p. for a parcel adjoining the South end containing 1r. 13¾ 

p…
10 

 

Similarly, in the draft of a request to the Charity Commissioners in 1887: 

 

The Trustees possess two small Dales in Edenbreck near Lancaster.  These Dales are long narrow 

unfenced strips of land running down the centre of a Field….  Unless the whole field passes into one 

hand the dales are practically useless.  At the present time the Dales can only be let to the tenant of the 

adjoining [land]…  The Trustees have received an advantageous offer from the owner of the rest of the 

field for the sale of his portion of it to them.  They have therefore arranged for its purchase….  This 

will enable them to either let or sell the whole to much better advantage.
11 

 

In many cases it is possible to infer the directions of the arable strips from the pattern of the field 

boundaries shown on the Corn Rent plan and reproduced in plan 1.  An exception is provided by the large 

field called New Close, where no information is available from the Corn Rent plan about the shape of 

earlier furlongs and strips, the field layout having been changed radically between the date of any 

piecemeal enclosure and 1833. 

 

The information sown in plan 1 provides a reasonably wide distribution of field names across the 

township.  The various sources provide extensive mutual corroboration.  For example, Panny Lands Lane 

occurs on Binns’s map of 1821 and is referred to in a deed of 1770; Greenfield occurs on several maps and 

in a deed of 1804 identifying it as being to the south of Moor Lane; Edenbreck occurs twice on the 25 inch 

OS map of 1890 and on two late nineteenth century estate plans in relation to four adjacent narrow fields, 

and Haverbreaks House on the OS maps lies between strips of land identified as Haverbreck in sales 

particulars of 1851 and land identified as Haverbrecks in the boundary ridings. 

 

We are now in a position to consider the information available from the seventeenth century documents.  

These consist of property deeds from 1579 to 1707 held in Lancaster Library and Lancashire Record 

Office.  Examples of the information contained in the deeds are provided in appendix B and a list of 

references is given in appendix C. 

 

Some additional information is provided by the Towneley Hall plans of Lancaster of 1684.
6
  Although 

these plans focus on the urban area, they do provide information on the fields where they abutted to the 

town and show the extent to which it expanded towards the south west between then and the time of 

Mackreth’s plan a century later.  Comparison between Speed’s plan of 1610
12

 and the Towneley Hall plan 

shows that the town had contracted somewhat during the middle of the seventeenth century, presumably, at 

least partly, as a result of the Earl of Derby burning down much of it in 1643.  Records survive for one 

boundary riding in the seventeenth century, that of 1682.
9
  These provide some information on field names 

in the west of the township.  They provide no information in the east because the riding circumscribed the 

townships of Quernmore and Bulk as well as Lancaster. 

 

A summary of the information relating to the seventeenth century is shown in plan 2.  Several deeds 

indicate the orientations of the arable strips, and these confirm the orientations already postulated from the 

Corn Rent plan with respect to Head Haw and Sowerholme.  They also indicate the orientation of the strips 

on Swallowholme/New Close; at least some of these (including those next to Deep Carr) ran north–south. 

 

Plan 2 provides a reasonably full picture for the western part of the township.  This shows a mixture of 

field types.  Some small parcels of land or meadow had already been enclosed as closes.  Elsewhere, arable 

strips were still being farmed in small scattered parcels, often of less than an acre, within bigger fields.  

The farmhouses and barns associated with these fragmented holdings were clearly located in the town.  

However, the pattern of the sales of land shows some owners accumulating strips in certain fields, with a 

consequent gradual aggregation of holdings. 
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The internal consistency of the seventeenth century information is good, for example concerning the 

relative positions of Blackacre and Sowerholme and of New Close and Deep Carr.  Furthermore, the level 

of agreement between this information and that derived from nineteenth century sources is excellent.  Of 

all the fields mentioned in the seventeenth century deeds, there is only one whose location cannot be 

identified at least approximately, Abbott Close.  Furthermore, for several fields (Cansfield Close, Ash 

Acre/Meadow, Great Mawdale, Longlands, Edenbreck, New Close, Deep Carr and Head Haw), their 

location is confirmed by information within the seventeenth century deeds to be as already identified from 

later sources. 

 

The absence of information from the seventeenth century in the east of the township results from the 

uneven coverage of the town fields provided by the deeds.  This results from the heavy dependence on one 

collection, that of the Benison family who were building up blocks of strips of land in a number of fields.  

Unfortunately, there seems to be no way round the practical impossibility of searching the many 

uncatalogued deposits at Lancashire Record Office.
13

  This weakness in plan 2 does not invalidate the 

information in plan 1 for the east of the township.  These fields were certainly in existence in the 

seventeenth century, but by then much of the land may have been owned as conventional farms rather than 

in fragmented holdings.  Two rentals from the first half of the sixteenth century include land holdings in 

Bowram as well as in Mawdale, Edenbreck, Sowerholme and Haverbreck.
14

  The monastic records for 

Cockersands Abbey, Furness Abbey and Lancaster Priory from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries
15

 list 

holdings in the three main fields in the east of the township, Bowram, Oatlands (Fenham Carr) and 

Highfield, as well as in the western fields, confirming, at least partially, the robustness of the information 

shown in the eastern part of plan 1. 

 

In the absence of a Tithe Award plan for Lancaster, it has proved possible to construct a map of field 

names broadly distributed across the township with considerable internal corroboration. For the west of the 

township, this enabled the location to be identified for many fields mentioned in seventeenth century 

deeds, which in turn provided further validation of the field names and considerable information about the 

field structure.  In the east, there is a lack of seventeenth century material available, but earlier documents 

similarly confirm the relevance of several names identified on the basis of nineteenth century material. 
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Notes 

 

1. An original of the Corn Rent plan is held at the Lancashire Record Office,  

AT/2.  Copies (of poor reproductive quality) are held at Lancaster Central  

Library, PL1/8 & PL1/9, and were used in this work. 

2. Yates, W, The County Palatine of Lancaster, surveyed by William Yates, 1786. 

3. Lancashire Record Office PCD/5. 

4. Binns, J, Map of the Town and Castle of Lancaster, Lancaster: J Binns, 1821. 

5. Mackreth, S, A Plan of the Town of Lancaster, S Mackreth, 1778. 

6. These are held at the Lancashire Record Office and comprise one general plan,  

DDX/194/20, and a number of strip plans, DDX/194/11 to 18.  K H Docton  

has reproduced most of the useful information in ‘Lancaster 1684’, Historic  

Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, vol 109, pp 125-129 (1957). 

7. Ordnance Survey, Lancaster surveyed 1845 at 60 inches to one mile,  

Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1849. 
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8. Ordnance Survey, Lancashire surveyed 1890/1 at 25 inches to one mile, sheet  

XXX, sections 11, 12, 15 & 16, Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1893/4. 

9. Records of the boundary ridings from 1682 to 1893 are given in Roper, W. O. 

Materials for the History of Lancaster, Part II, Chetham Society Second  

Series, vol 62. pp 338 – 359 (1907). 

10. Lancaster Central Library, PT8214. 

11. Lancaster Central Library, MS2219. 

12. Speed’s well-known map of Lancaster in 1610 is reproduced, for example, as  

an inset in Binns’ map of 1821. 

13. The Guides to the Lancashire Record Office indicate that there are relevant records in the 

following uncatalogued collections: nineteenth century: DDHj (Hart, Jackson & sons), DDL 

(Finch, Johnson & Lynn), DDX/75 (British Records Association), DDX/116 (K. H. Docton –  

partly catalogued), DDX/594 (Simons & Simons) & DDX/1578 (Lancaster, Morecambe & Preston 

Deeds); 

seventeenth century: DDFz (Fitzherbert-Brockholes of Claughton), DDPt  

(Petre of Dunkenhalgh) & DDSt (Shireburne of Stonyhurst); 

both periods: DDDa (Dalton of Thurnham), DDHd (Holden & Wilson),  

DDMa (Marton of Capernwray) & DDO (Clark, Oglethorpe). 

14. Lancashire Record Office, DDK/1548/12 (second to last page) and the  

Chartulary of Cockersands Abbey, Vol. III, Part III (Ed. W. Farrer), Chetham  

Society Second Series, vol 64. p. 1285 (1909). 

15. Chartulary of Cockersands Abbey, Vol. III, Part I (Ed. W. Farrer), Chetham  

Society Second Series, vol 56, pp 815-826 (1905), Coucher Book of Furness  

Abbey, Vol. II, Part I (Ed. J. Brownbill), Chetham Society Second Series, vol  

74, pp 184-223 (1915) & Materials for the History of the Church of Lancaster,  

Part II (Ed W. O. Roper), Chetham Society Second Series, vol. 31. pp. 307-374  

(1894). 

16. Lancaster Central Library MS3706 and private ownership respectively. 

 

Appendix A  -  Evidence for Field Names, 

mainly from Nineteenth Century Documents 

 

The following list includes one reference, generally the earliest, for each field name, except where more 

than one document is required to clarify the location and name(s) of a field. 

Aldacre/Ash Meadow: LRO DDHd box 4 (deed, Sept. 1873). 

Bailmans Close/Long Close: LL MS1981, S1/11. 

Beck Acre: Marton, LRO DDKz/715. 

Bottom Close: LL MS5828. 

Bowerham Meadow/Hedgeberry Hey: LL PL1/84. 

Bowram: LL PL1/204. 

Bradley Field: LL PL1/84. 

Briery Field: LL MS5585. 

Cansfield Close & Croft: LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B47. 

Cooks Closes: LL MS1846. 

Cooper Fields: Binns. 

Copy: LL PL1/194, LRO DDPc/3/2/6/B11. 

Corless Croft: Marton. 
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Crone Moss: Marton, LRO AT/2. 

Deep Carr: Meadow LRO DDX/116/2/7; Hill Meadow LL MS2240, PT8214; Ushers Meadow Binns. 

Dukes Closes/Dukes Further Field: LL MS2031, MS3706 (J. Dawson), LRO AT/2. 

East Close/Swallowholme: LL PL1/114. 

Edenbreck: LRO DDHh/7/5/5/16, OS25; Higher/Great Edenbreck LL MS2140, PL1/75; Lower/Little 

Edenbreck LL MS2140, PL1/75. 

Fenham Carr/Well House Estate/Oatlands: Riding, LRO DDPc/3/2/6/B11, OS25. 

Gale Meadow: LL S1/11. 

Gallows (Hill) Close: LL PL1/84, MS3706 (W. F. Brockholes). 

Gooty Pit: LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31. 

Green Croft: Marton. 

Greenfield: LRO DDHd box 4 (marriage settlement, 1804), OS60, OS25. 

Haverbreck: LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31, Riding; Brigg Head Riding; Brigg Head Meadow LL S1/7; Dunsmoor 

Heath LL PT8214; Gibsons Close LL S1/44; Great Haverbreck LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31; Hanging Acre 

LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31; Hole Acre LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31. 

Head Haw: LL PT8214; Great Head Haw LL MS6658; Little Head Haw LRO RCHy/2/2/58. 

Highfield: LRO DRB/1/121. 

Kellet Croft: Binns. 

Kendal Field: Binns. 

Little Swallow Meadow: LL PL1/115, S1/5. 

Long Carr Meadow: LL S1/5. 

Longlands: Great Longlands LL MSS5825 & 5828; Meadow LRO DDX/116/2/7. 

Lucy Brook (Field): LL MS3706 (C Gibson), LRO AT/2. 

Lying Cross Close: LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31. 

Mawdale: LRO DDHd box 4 (deed, Dec. 1873), OS25; Great Mawdale LRO DDHd box 4 (deed, Dec 

1873); Little Mawdale LL MS8106; Meadows LRO DDHd box 4 (deed, Sep. 1873), LRO 

DDPc/3/2/7/B47, DDX/116/2/7. 

Monk Stye: LL S1/11. 

Monmouth Closes: LL S1/5. 

Moor Place Estate: LL PL1/194, LRO DRB/1/121; Moorside Fields & Moor Closes LL MS3706 (J 

Dilworth). 

New Close: LL S1/5. 

Nuns Fields: LL PL1/194, S1/9. 

Panny Lands: LRO DDFz/715; Pointer Bank LL PL1/84. 

Pointer Meadow: LL PL1/84. 

Sharp Meadow: LL PL1/84. 

Sowerholme: LL PT8214, S1/11, Riding; Common Sowerholme LL MS6665. 

Town End Close: LL S13/2, Marton. 

Wheat Cake: Marton. 

Wheatfield: LRO DDPc/3/2/6. 

Wilby Close: LRO DDPc/3/2/7/B31. 

Yoke of Egg: Marton, DDFz/715. 

 

Appendix B  -  Examples of Descriptions of Land  

from Seventeenth Century Deeds 
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A total of 74 references to named fields have been identified in deeds dated between 1579 and 1707.  

Some examples follow to show the kind of information that they provide.  It should be noted that, where 

an acre refers to a measure of land, this will be in terms of the customary Lancashire acre, equal to 1.6 

statute acres. 

unam parcellam terre continentem per estimationem unam Acram…in quadam Clausura…vocata 

Edenbreake inter terras Ricardi Shearburne militis ex utrisque partibus…(one parcel of land containing by 

estimation one acre…in a certain close…called Edenbreck between the lands of Richard Shearburne 

Knight on either side…) 

LRO RCHy/2/2/44 (1589) 

Close or parcel of meadow and pasture ground…called Esh Acre…in the towne feelds of Lancaster… 

abuting vpon…the marshe at the one ende and A common feild called great madell at the other… 

LL MS5223 (1608) 

one Close or parcell of Land…commonly called Liggin cross close containinge by estimation twoe acres 

of Land… 

DDHd box 47 (1655) 

parcell of land…in a certaine Close or parcell of land commonly called Mawdell contayning by estimation 

the one halfe of one acre of land… 

LRO RCHy/2/2/51 (1659) 

One Close or parcel of land…commonly called Blackacre contayning by estimation one acre of land… 

abutting vpon the west side of a certaine Close or parcel of land commonly called Sowerholme 

LRO RCHy/2/2/51 (1659) 

[one] close closure or parcell of Land…the Bridgeheade conteyneinge twoe acres of Land…Lying in the 

Townes feild called Haverbrecke… 

LRO RCHy/2/2/65 (1662) 

parcell of Ground…in certaine Lands commonly called Headhaw parte thereof adjoining to one Close 

Closure or parcell of Ground commonly called Brownes Close contayning by estimation the one halfe of 

one Acre of Land…And one dungstead there to belonging…in the Lane Leading from Lancaster towards 

Aldcliffe…  

LRO RCHy/2/2/53 (1668) 

one Close Clausur Field or parcell of Ground Adwyneinge to the Common Marsh…and Abutting vpon 

twoe Laines Leading to the Said Common Marsh Commonly called the Longe Laine and the Stort Laine 

and Adwyneinge towards the East to one Close…called Cansfeild Close…which said Close is… 

called…Little Marsh Close Contayneinge…twoe Acres of Land… 

LL MS3769 (1672) 

parcell of Land…in certaine grounds…called Sowerholme adjoineing on the South to the lands of George 

Toulnson Esqire and on the Northside to the Lands of John Tomlinson containeing by common estimation 

one rood of Land… 

LRO RCHy/2/2/79 (1690) 

Two Severall parcells of Arable Meadow or pasture Ground…in a certain Common field…Knowne by the 

name of New Close (Viz) One parcell…three roods…adjoineing on the westside to a parcell belonging to 

William Penny…And on the East side to a parcell belonging to William Serjeant And the North End 

adjoineing to a parcell Thomas Sherson…Esq The other parcell being Two roods… adjoineing to a parcell 

late belonging to Mr Jones…Deceased and to a parcell belonging to Mr Robert Stirzaker on the East 

side… 

LL MS4704 (1702) 
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Appendix C  -  Evidence for Field Names, mainly from Seventeenth Century Deeds 

 

Most of the seventeenth century deeds are to be found in the records of the Benison family, LRO 

RCHy/2/2, for which there is a good catalogue.  The fields covered are: Abbott Close, Blackacre, Deep 

Carr (including Deep Carr Close/Swallowholme, Hill Meadow), Edenbreck, Haverbreck (Barbers Close, 

Bridgehead/Kilshaws Close, Tailed Acre), Head Haw (including Great Head Haw & Longacre), Kellet 

Croft, Lucy Brook, Mawdale, New Close/Swallowholme, Pannylands, Sowerholme, Town End Close & 

Land near White Cross. 

 
The references for deeds in other deposits are:  

Ash/Esh Acre: LL MS5223, LRO DDMa box 25 (1692). 

Brownes Close: LRO DDHd box 47 (1655). 

Green Field: LRO DDCl/188, LRO DDHd box 4 (1651 & 1679). 

Haverbreck: LRO DDHd box 47 (1655), Riding: Brigg Head Riding. 

Head Haw: LRO DDCl/188; Great Head Haw LRO DDHd box 47 (1655); Little Head Haw DDHd box 47 (1655). 

Little Marsh Close: LL MS3769, MS5998. 

Longlands: LL MS5223, LRO DDMa box 25 (1692). 

Lying Cross Close: DDHd box 47 (1655). 

Mawdale: LL MS5998. 

New Close/Swallowholme: LL MSS 4704-6. 

Sowerholme: LL MS6660, MS6661, MS6663, Riding. 

 

References for Appendices 

Binns  Map of the Town and Castle of Lancaster, Lancaster: J. Binns, 1821. 

LL  Lancaster Central Library           MS  Manuscript 

           PL  Plan 

           PT  Pamphlet 

           S  Sales Catalogue 

LRO  Lancashire Record Office           DD  Deposited Collections 

           DRB  Diocese of Blackburn 

        RCHy  Benison family 

(Hornby Presbytery) 

Marton Summary of lease and release, 11/12 August 1779 (relating to land of  

Oliver Marton), information from Andrew White. 

OS25  Ordnance Survey, Lancashire, surveyed 1890/1 at 25 inches to one  

mile, sheet XXX, Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1893/4. 

OS60  Ordnance Survey, Lancaster, surveyed 1845 at 60 inches to one mile,  

Southampton: Ordnance Survey, 1849. 

Riding  Boundary ridings for Lancaster, for example those of 1816 and 1682,  

for appendices A and C respectively, described in Roper, W. O.  

Materials for the History of Lancaster, Part II, Chetham Society,  

Second Series, vol. 62, pp. 345 & 335, 1907. 
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